1. Definitions of Geodesic Curvature. In any space of n dimensions V n whose first fundamental form is given by f (1) ds 2 = y^dncdxidxk, the geodesic curvature K of a curve c at a point P may be defined in one of the two following ways: (i) Draw the geodesic g tangent to c at P and on g and c lay off from P equal infinitesimal arc lengths 5s; let Q and Q be the extremities of these arcs on c and g respectively; then % (2) K = li m M.
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(ii) Consider an infinitesimal element PQ = ös of c and the geodesic g having this element in common with c, i.e., as Q approaches P as a limit, c and g will approach tangency at P; the immediately following elements of c and g will not in general coincide but will form at Q an infinitesimal angle ôco; then § (3) K = lim £ • 
where {\ 7c } is the well known Christoffel symbol of the second kind.
It is the purpose of this note to generalize the above procedure by replacing the geodesic g in (i) by any other curve c tangent to c at P, and (ii) by any other curve c having an infinitesimal element PQ in common with c.
Generalization of the First Definition.
We have any two curves c and c tangent at P and two equal infinitesimal arc lengths PQ and PQ (= ôs) on c and c respectively. Let the coordinates of P be x r (r = 1, 2, • • -, n), those of Q and Q (developing in powers of 5s) be, respectively,
(disregarding infinitesimals of higher order than the second), where the direction of the common tangent at P is given by Xr = dxr/ds (r = 1, 2, • • -, n), and where x" and % r " are the values of d 2 x r /ds 2 computed at P for c and c respectively. The differences of these coordinates are and hence we have for the distance QQ the expression [ lim ^T = Ea P ,(a," -*/')(*«" -*.")•
Generalization of the Second Definition.
We have any two curves c and c having an infinitesimal element PQ = 8s in common (i.e., as Q -» P, the curves e and c will approach tangency at P). The immediately following elements QR and QR of c and c will form an infinitesimal angle ôco at Q. Let the direction PQ have for parameters x T ' = dx r /ds (r = 1, 2, ..., n), i.e., (7) X a H#/#/ = 1. 
and introducing this into (9), we find
On the other hand,
Comparing (10) and (11), we deduce that (12) lim (^V = !>"(*," -Xr"){x t " -*/')• Q«^P \ OS / rt We note that the right members of (6) and (12) We may then write (13) We here introduce the geodesic curvature K as given by (4), and the direction of the principal geodesic normal to a curve c at a point P as given by the parameters * (16) M (r) = -(x r " + A r ), (r = 1, 2, .. -, n),
where 6 is the angle between the principal geodesic normals to c and c at P. Then (15) or (13) takes the form (17)
Finally, combining (6), (12) and (17), we have (18) lim ~p> = lim ~ = J* 2 + F -2/CK cos 0.
If, in the definitions (i) and (ii) of § 1, we replace the curve c and the tangent geodesic g by any two tangent curves c and c, we shall say that the limiting expressions in (1) and (2) define the curvature of c relative to c or the relative curvature of c and c. We may now state the following theorem.
Given any two curves c and c in V n tangent at a point P. Let K and H be their respective geodesic curvatures and let 0 be the angle between their principal geodesic normals at P. Then the relative curvature A of c and c at P is given by X 2 = K 2 + H 2 -2KK cos 0.
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